DEEP UNCONSCIOUS KNOWING

We have a deep unconscious knowing (spiritual realisation is what makes it conscious) of our wholeness.

This is why it can be difficult to love ourselves- to give ourselves acts of kindness and self love.

Because as only limited, separate beings, we are missing a lot.

Beyond quick fixes, only when we recognise the wholeness of who we are can there be contentment in the separate part. Otherwise we're just trying to elevate what can't be whole in itself to what can.

And the system of control knows this. Which is why it keeps you locked in only a separate conceptualisation of self (tries to at least- really, it's up to you...). It is its 'whole' narrative! Always a new solution... but always only of (...and directed towards...) a separate consciousness. A 'separate self' consciousness.

And ha! This is also how plays of unity work in the political arena. If you don't know the true unity of self, of life, then to you, unity is a collection of separation. A club, a nation, a collection of nations. Played, for political agendas.

Only true unity is beyond false promise. True unity is primarily realised within, and extends infinitely beyond. It is the Integrated Consciousness!

This is why we need to love ourselves. (It is giving ourselves back the whole we are!) (That which realises Truth beyond illusion). To see the full extent of the love we are that dissolves all lesser apparitions.

This is the importance of Spiritual Realisation. Your own true happiness (nothing else works) and the deep awareness that establishes you in your own integrity so you can see beyond the play, and how you might otherwise be played.
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